
wireless hair and facial hair
clipper with additional nose trimmer

BUILT-IN-BATTERY

HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS

EASY TO USE

COMPLETE SET

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
TOOL

+ DOCKING STATION

4 CUT LENGTHS
3mm, 6mm,
9mm, 12mm

5 DEVICE HEADS

RAZOR

BY



FULL SET
The Evorei Razor is something more than 
just a razor.This is the real kit that even 
the most expensive barber would not be 
ashamed. Comb attachment set allows to 
control the hair length and style as you 
want. The stand allows you to organize 
multiple items of the kit in very easy way.



TAME A 
BEARD

thin your beard and 
remove stubborn hair 
from nose, too.

you can trim, style, shave 
to scratch or

Thanks to the various 
heads attached to the 
razor's heads,

STYLING HAIR HEAD

HAIRCUTTING HEAD

SHAVING HEAD

NOSE TRIMES

TRIMMING HEAD



BECOME A HAIRDRESSER
You don't have to visit anymore the hairdresser to get 

aprofessional styling. Evorei Razor is an extremely easy-to-
use device that you can use by yourself or ask any of your 

housemates to help you with it. Transfrom your own 
bathroom into a professional styling salon.



SIMPLE ENERGY
Charging the wireless Evorei Razor 
is extremely easy and comfortable. 

Just put the device on
charging stand then connect to 

electricity and ... that's it!



4 LENGHTS

To get the effect of fashionable 
styled hairstyle, use
the head with longer lengths during 
cutting the top of the head.

By going down choose 
shorter heads.



By the metal case the razorgains a 
truly modern look. Thanks to that the 

Evorei Razor presents amazing in 
front of the mirror,as well in the 

hairdressing salon as in 
a private bathroom.



FIND YOUR STYLE

   PRECISE
 CUT

   PERFECT
HAIR

    SMOOTH
BEARD

        TAMED
LONG BEARD



... AND ENJOY IT! 
Thanks to the set of attachments and heads for the cordless Evorei Razor razor, you can experiment as you wish. Find 
the stubble that best suits your style.



TECHNICAL DATA
Model: EVOREI RAZOR

Battery:

ON / OFF button with LED lamp: 

Charging time: 

Working time

5-in-1 multifunction:

Additional heads:

2x600 mAh, nickel metal hydride

Yes

7hours

up to 45 minutes

Hair clippers in three sizes, shaver, trimmer

Yes, 4 types (hair clipper head or beard, fine 
trimming head, head for styling, nose trimmer)

Dimensions:

Dimensions of the razor with a docking station:

Weight:

Weight of the whole set:

163x36x34mm

190x147x123mm

131g

318g

BY


